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1. Biological Prototype
It is always the dream of human beings to obtain the
capabilities to achieve invisibility. Though magic capes exist
in fictions, camouflage coats in reality so far are not able to

adaptively change colors as will.
But some animals can!

Squid

Chameleon
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2. Bionic Study
Animals employ series
of cells in their skin to
achieve color change.
Just like a TV, a perfect
looking is just at a
proper coordination on
its hue, brightness, and
saturation.

The color of a squid is changed by three types of cells in its skin:
chromatophore (ch) regulate hue by size adjustment of different
pigment cells, leucophore (leuc) modify brightness by diffusing
reflection with its protein particulates, iridophores (ir)
contribute to saturation by its intracellular Bragg reflectors.
Analogous synergistic cellular system is adopted by chameleons.
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3. Design and Processing
Though widely studied, most bioinspired color change systems
still focus on one single factor.
Inspired by these mythic animals,
we believe that a “Three-in-One”
concept is requisite: to hide in a
certain
background,
“hue,
brightness, saturation” should be
cooperatively regulated.

Right photos: After successive
addition of three types of color
effects, the similarity between
our products and the bush has
been increased gradually.

Hue

Hue + Brightness

Hue + Brightness + Saturation
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4. Achievements and Application
Additionally, the constructive interference or structural
color is becoming popular recently, for its striking brilliance,
metallic luster, purity of colors, and opalescence.
The tunable iridescence, a
typical structural color, has
been used by squids for
millions years. The stacked
protein platelets (reflectins)
and extracellular spaces form
a Bragg reflector, resulting in
the light interference.

Inspiration: “reflectin + membrane” can be a feasible
approach to establish an iridescence-generating system, with
comparable structure and functions to iridophores.
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4. Achievements and Application
By replacing the cell membrane with phospholipid vesicles, we
successfully establish a “protein-membrane” complex, and
reveal the versatility of reflectin: it can dynamically aggregates
to vesicles, triggers subsequent membrane fusion and tubulation.

Aggregate with membrane

Membrane fusion Video

Tubulation

Reflectin: Powerful molecular tool, essential to build up Bragg
reflectors in iridophores and maybe in vitro.
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4. Achievements and Application

“Bionic Iridophore”
To establish an iridescence-generating system similar to
squid iridophores, with homogeneous composition,
analogous structure and comparable functions.

Video

We are creating life!
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The above-mentioned “Three-in-One” concepts and
bionic

iridophore

system

can

be

applied

in

development of novel color-change system.
Moreover, the stimuli-responsive bionic iridophore
system can be designed into nano-robots or nano-

detectors, monitoring biochemical fluctuation and
exporting signals with the alteration of its morphology
or color.
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